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The completed Colony collection is here, inspired by the present-day repercussions of an occult curse inflicted in

revenge by a dying sorcerer... 

The ColonyThe Colony

For over a century, the mystery of the New Hope Island vanishing has intrigued and tantalized. How did a

community of 150 souls disappear and leave no trace behind?

As abruptly as the crew of the Mary Celeste, they went missing from their lonely Island in the Hebrides without a

single clue as to the nature of their departure; doomed to remain an enigma forever.

…Until media magnate Alexander McIntyre decides to harness his prodigious energy and bottomless wealth in

solving the New Hope mystery once and for all. He gathers a crack team of experts, sparing no expense in his pursuit

of answers.

What they discover is as terrifying as it is inexplicable… Are some mysteries safer left unsolved?

Dark ResurrectionDark Resurrection

Five years after a tragic expedition put New Hope Island back in the headlines, past-his-prime crime author Dennis
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Thorpe leads a writers retreat to that secluded corner of the Hebrides… The group is never seen again.

Ruthie Gillespie, the beautiful, heavily-tattooed, hard-drinking author of dark tales for children, was supposed to be

among their number but something stopped her at the eleventh hour, and it isn’t long before the police come

knocking. Ruthie falls deeper and deeper into a web of dark magic and darker secrets as it becomes clear that the

writers’ pasts are not what they seem.

How far can you take an investigation when your own life is threatened? Do you continue, knowing that you must

find the answers before the Island claims another victim? Or do you run and hope that it never catches up with you?

Harvest of ScornHarvest of Scorn

Felix Baxter, entrepreneur extraordinaire, is going to rehabilitate New Hope Island. Rich and manipulative, he

wants to convert it into a glamorous getaway destination, ‘The New Hope Experience’. But will the restless ghosts of

Seamus Ballantyne’s 1825 colony allow the project to go to plan?

Helena Davenport has an opportunity that could be pivotal in her career as an architect – Felix Baxter has

commissioned her to oversee his New Hope vision. But nothing is as it seems in this mysterious part of the Scottish

Hebrides. Helena’s site manager is the first to go missing with one single, eerie scream.

Accompanied by the survivors of the last group to visit New Hope, Ruthie Gillespie must travel back to the island one

final time to end this ordeal not only for those on the island, but for themselves too…

But is New Hope Island ever worth returning to? And will this concluding trip end a curse that has afflicted all who

have had the misfortune to visit it for nearly two centuries?
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